[Comparative analyses between clinical refraction and automatic refraction obtained through a wave front sensor].
To evaluate and compare refractive errors obtained through clinical subjective and automatized wavefront refraction analyses in eyes under cycloplegia. Prospective study of 147 patients, 279 eyes, undergoing preoperative examination for refractive surgery. Clinical subjective refraction was performed first followed by wavefront refraction. Results on astigmatism obtained from refraction were decomposed in power vectors for statistical analyses. Data were first analyzed in one eye and then in both eyes. The mean difference between clinical subjective refraction and automatized wavefront refraction on cycloplegic eyes was of -0.19 SD combined with -0.06 CD in the 15 degrees axis for data in one eye, and -0.17 SD combined with -0.05 CD in the 3 masculine axis for data in both eyes of the same patient. In the present study clinical subjective refraction and automatized wavefront refraction under cycloplegia had similar numerical values.